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ILS Report to Planning Council 

January 9th, 2014 

Integrated Library Systems Service Area, OLIS 

 
Post Upgrade Release 4.1R2.1139  
 
On December 5, 2013, Polaris staff upgraded our MAINPRO servers to the latest release of the Polaris ILS:  4.1R2.1139. 
 
OLIS is working with Polaris to address the following issues: 
 

1. MAINPRO and MAINTRAIN on different build versions 
 

During testing, OLIS discovered that MAINTRAIN and MAINPRO did not have identical builds of the 
Polaris software. This was due to Polaris repackaging the release after MAINTRAIN was upgraded.  
Polaris upgraded MAINTRAIN on December 13th to match the version on MAINPRO. 
Differences between the two versions required redoing custom pages and had unexpected effects on receipt 
printing.  

 
2. Polaris 4.1R2 Hold Pickup Slip  

 
After the upgrade, a few problems regarding the hold pickup slips were reported. The following email to the 
technology and circulation committees was sent about the bugs in horizontal hold pickup slip: 
 
a.     When an item is trapped, the hold slip, rather than the desired horizontal hold pickup slip, is printed.   
If this happens, make sure that the “Hold pickup slip” is checked in the Tools->Options window when you 
are in the check-in workform.  For some unknown reason, the settings on some PCs were reset after the 
upgrade. 

 
b.    The hold pickup slip doesn’t append to the hold slip.  We opened a ticket to Polaris.  The response 
was “In 4.1R2 … the append and auto-cut options were removed from the Hold pickup Slip Options. …”  
Polaris says they will add back this functionality; however, there is no indicated timeframe. Polaris has 
updated the tickets that there are no fixes for the problems.  Those problems will be resolved pending 
upgrade to a new release. 

 
c.   The hold pickup slip doesn’t advance and cut.  We are waiting for Polaris to reply with a solution for the 
hold pickup slip auto-cut problem. Polaris has updated the tickets that there are no fixes for the problems.  
Those problems will be resolved pending upgrade to a new release. 

  
3.     New SQL jobs  
 
On MAINTRAIN upgrade, OLIS identified two new SQL jobs that were installed as enabled and scheduled 
to run.  Both jobs errored out; one job was invalid for our installation and the other, hold notices, didn’t run 
because mail services were shut down on MAINTRAIN.  OLIS updated the upgrade checklist we had 
developed and communicated to Polaris that both jobs should be installed as disabled.  However, Polaris 
failed to execute these precautions on MAINPRO, and 1334 hold pick-up email notices were sent to patrons 
at 1:00pm, during the software upgrade, when both the Polaris system and PAC were down. 
 
4.    Email notices for “Almost Overdue” 
 
After OLIS investigated 4 reports of patrons and OLIS staff not receiving “Almost Overdue” notices and 
opened a Polaris support ticket, Polaris acknowledged on 12/27 that this was a bug introduced in 4.1R2 
whose root cause was not yet known. OLIS sent the following guidance to MAIN Staff on 12/27: 
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If a patron reports not having received a Courtesy Reminder about one or more items, there are really only 
two likely scenarios: 
  

a.   Email was undeliverable:  Benign, but justifiably annoying to the patron 
 
Check the patron notification history.  If Almost Overdue reminder for the item in question is listed there as 
Email on the correct date [3 days before item was due], then the Polaris application did send the email.  It 
may not have been delivered to the patron's Inbox, but we have had that problem since Polaris go-live.  If 
the email address is bad, then the email was undeliverable.  If the email address was AOL, you need those 
patrons to add your circ-xxx@mainlib.org address to their address book, etc. 
 

b.   Email was never sent:  Not benign, distressing to patron and MAIN staff alike 
 
Check the patron notification history.  If Almost Overdue reminder for the item in question is not listed at 
all, then the Polaris application did not send the email.  If a patron has a correctly punctuated email address, 
then Polaris should have sent the Almost Overdue reminder. 
 
If any of your patrons reports the latter case, please open a ticket at olis.mainlib.org and send us the patron 
ID, the item ID and the date the item was due [in case it is no longer charged out].  
 
 

WEBSITE UPDATES & ADDITIONS 
 
OLIS made the following updates and additions to the olis.mainlib.org website 

 
 

1.    MAIN Jobs Web Page 
 

One (1) new job listing for Wharton Public Library was created on the MAIN Jobs page.  The supplied 
information was revised and formatted on MAIN Jobs page. 
 
Job listings created earlier for Mendham Borough Library and Butler Library were removed.  
 
To view the complete job opening list, you can visit the following link: 
http://olis.mainlib.org/main-job-openings 
 

 2.    December 2012 MAIN Membership Meeting minutes 
 
The document was uploaded to the olis.mainlib.org website: 
http://olis.mainlib.org/files/main/consortium-documents/main-minutes/2012-12-main-
membership.pdf 
 
3.    November 2013 MAIN Membership Meeting Minutes  
  
The document was uploaded to the Consortium Documents Web page: 
http://olis.mainlib.org/files/main/consortium-documents/main-minutes/2013-11-main-
membership.pdf 
 
4.   Online Menu Statistics 

 
The November MAIN Online Menu Statistics (shows how many times the Menu webpages on the public 
PCs were visited) were uploaded to olis.mainlib.org website. 
http://olis.mainlib.org/main/main-committees/main-technology-committee 

              

mailto:circ-xxx@mainlib.org
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  5.    MAIN Circulation Manual 
 

The Circulation Manual provided by Donna Nafie of the Florham Park library was uploaded to server and 
linked to the MAIN Circulation Committee page.  This document is available at the following link: 
http://olis.mainlib.org/files/main/committees/circulation/circulation-manual.pdf 
 
6.    Revised “Quick Start for PowerPAC” document 
 
The wording “Search Options” and “Find a Copy” was changed on the “Quick Start for PowerPAC” 
document for 4.1R2. MAIN logo was added to the front panel and the document was uploaded to the 
olis.mainlib.org website: 
http://olis.mainlib.org/ils-support/polaris-pac 
 
7.    Updated Links for Polaris 4.1 R2 upgrade 
 
The previous links for 4.1 were removed and new links were created on Polaris Reports Web page to the  
4.1 R2 versions of Toolbar Reports & Simply Reports documents: 
http://olis.mainlib.org/ils-support/polaris-reports 
 
8.    Privacy and Terms page updated 
 
The URL for the Privacy and Terms page was updated. The URL was changed to: 
http://mainlib.org/privacy_terms.html 
 
9.    ILS Documentation – Tech Tips for Technical Services 
 

a.  Ad Hoc Bulk Change Available from All Item Lists 
 

A new document, “Ad Hoc Bulk Change Available from All Item Lists” was created, and linked to 
the Polaris Tech Tips Web page: 
http://olis.mainlib.org/files/ils-support/polaris-tech-tips/ad-hoc-bulk-change.pdf 

 
              b.     Revised Text 

 
The website text was revised by removing the term "demand management" from the Tech Tips 
Web page, and replacing it with "holds management": 
http://olis.mainlib.org/ils-support/polaris-tech-tips 

 
POLARIS ILS 
 
 1.     Withdrawn Records were purged for December 
 

Items in the CIRCULATION STATUS of WITHDRAWN were deleted.  There were 11,134 withdrawn items.   
 
PAC Updates 
 

1.     Supplied URLs for remote access to subscription online databases for use in newly-created bib records. 
2.    Added “Online databases” search limit to find this new group of bib records in the system catalog and 
in 37 local catalogs. 
3.     Added 2 leading dashes to 15 existing search limits to indicate hierarchy of related limits. 
 
 

_______________________ 
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